
 
 

  
 
 MEMORANDUM FOR ROLLING STOCK PROGRAMME (RSP) FOR 
COACHES 2009-10 (ALL FIGURES IN TERMS OF VEHICLES) 
  

As the lead-time for manufacture of coaches is about 3 years, RSP 2009-10 has 
provide for the assets on additional account (new acquisition) necessary to lift the 
traffic anticipated in the year 2011-12 as wello as the requirement on replacement 
account. 
 
While marking this RSP, total projections of about 9576 coaches from ICF, RCF & 
BEML, about 4067  MEMUs, DMUs, EMUs, OHE Cars and Tower wagons from 
ICF, RCF and Other Sources for the years 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 have been 
taken into consideration. 
 
MISC. ITEMS: 
 
1. Manufacture of assembled ICF bogies – Holding of BG coaches have 
increased to nearly 37,587 as on 1.4.2005.  To keep the ineffective %age of these 
coaches within permissible levels in open line as well as in workshops and also to 
provide adequate spares for undertaking IOH,  availability of 16T/13T assembled 
ICF bogies as unit exchange spare is required.  After switch over to 18 month POH 
periodicity for coaches, IOH after 9 months in open line depots is to be undertaken 
which would involve overhaul of bogies in workshops.   For this purpose, about 1200 
additional unit exchange spare bogies would be needed.   Out of the existing RSP 
work for manufacture of assembled ICF bogies against Pink Book items 326, 388, 
448 and 915/NA/RB/08-09, provision exist for 250, 150, 100 and 324 unit of bogies, 
balance provision would be available for 150 bogies for 2009-10 at end of year 2008-
09.  It is proposed that sanction for 500 assembled ICF bogies @ Rs.3 lakhs each, 
totaling Rs.15 Cr., under DRF for year 2009-10 may please be made. 
 
2. Retrofitment of bogie mounted air brakes on existing fleet of air brake 
coaches: - Railway Safety Review Committee in its report vide Para 4.12.1(3) had 
recommended that “retrofitment of the existing stock with bogie mounted brakes 
should be expedited to a time frame”.  The above recommendation has already been 
accepted by Railway Board.  In light of the above instruction, conversion of vacuum 
brake coaches to bogie mounted air brake system was undertaken under RSP 
during previous years.  By June 2006, all Mail/Express and Passenger trains have 
been converted to air. The existing air brake coaches with conventional under frame 
mounted air brake systems are   to be converted to bogie mounted brake cylinder 
(BMBC) type air brake system. 
 
At present, there are about 12500 such coaches over the Railways.  It has been 
estimated that the cost of retrofitment of an existing under frame mounted air 
brake system coach to BMBC type air brake system is of the order of Rs.1.2 lakhs 



 
 

per coach approximately.   For this purpose, during the previous year, provisions 
were made for retrofitment of bogie mounted air brakes on 3500 coaches against 
Pink Book Item No. 503/PD/RB/07-08 and 919/NA/08-09 @ Rs.1.20 lakhs per coach.  
Balance provision for 330 coaches exists for the year 2009-10.  To undertake this 
work @ 3000 coaches per year in next 3 years, additional provision would be 
required to be made. 
It is proposed that provision for retrofitment on 3000 coaches @ Rs.1.2 lakhs per 
coach, totaling Rs.36 Cr. under DRF for year 2009-10 may please be made. 
  
3. Mid-life rehabilitation of AC BG coaches – Mid-life rehabilitation of AC 
coaches is  presently being done at Bhopal.  Additional capacities are also under 
creation against new works sanctioned for Parel and Jhansi where work is likely to 
be started soon. For this purpose, coaches in the age group of 12-15 years are 
selected.  The mid-life rehabilitation given to these coaches   is able to restore the 
condition of these coaches to ‘as new’.  The mid-life rehabilitation also undertakes 
conversion of coaches to air brake and upgradation of systems, interiors and 
materials in the coach to meet the latest upgraded specifications.  The arising of 
MLR coaches is in the region of 1200 coaches, which is the level of new coaches 
inducted in IR every year.   
 
Against Pink Book Item No.920/NA/RB/08-09, MLR of 60 AC coaches @ Rs.24 
lakhs/coach was made out of which a balance provision for 20 coaches exists for year 
2009-10.  Further, against RSP,  during the year 09-10 and 2010-11, MLR of 75 AC 
coaches each can be undertaken. 
 
Therefore, a provision may be made for inclusion of MLR of 130 AC coaches @ Rs.24 
lakhs/coach at a total cost of Rs.31.20 Cr. for the year  2009-10 and 2010-11 under 
DRF. 
 
4. Mid-life rehabilitation of non-AC BG coaches in workshops – Mid-life 
rehabilitation of non-AC coaches is presently being done at Bhopal and Parel 
workshops. It has also been planned to be started at Jhansi workshop.  For this 
purpose, coaches in the age group of 12-15 years are selected.  The mid-life 
rehabilitation given to these coaches at Bhopal is able to restore the condition of 
these coaches to ‘as new’.  The mid-life rehabilitation also undertakes conversion of 
coaches to air brake and upgradation of systems, interiors and materials on the 
coach to meet the latest upgraded specifications. The arising of MLR coaches is 
presently in the region of 1800 coaches (AC + non-AC). 
 
Against Pink Book item No.921/NA/RB/08-09 for MLR of 500 non-AC coaches @ 
Rs.16 lakhs/coach was made against which balance provision for only 2 coaches 
exists for 2009-10.  During 2009-2010 and 2010-11, total 700 Non-AC coaches each 
are to be undertaken for MLR at various workshops. 
 
Therefore, a provision may be made for inclusion of MLR of 1130 non-AC coaches @ 
Rs.16 lakhs/coach at a total cost of Rs.180.8 Cr. for the year 2009-10 under DRF. 



 
 

 
5. Conversion of coaching stock into ART/ARME stock – There are 130 BG 
ARTs (‘A’ & ‘B’ class) and 129 BG ARMEs on IR.  About 834 coaches are being 
utilized on these ARTs after conversion.  As per guidelines issued by Railway 
Board, coaches of 20 to 21 years of age require to be converted for use in ARTs and 
ARMEs whose codal life gets extended by 10 years after conversion.  There are 
approximately 280 coaches running on various ARTs, which will require 
replacement during next 5 years  based on the age profile available.   In order to 
convert adequate no. of coaches during next 3 years, RSP provisions are needed.  
 
Out of the existing provision of RSP work (Programmed Delivery) against Pink 
Book item No.922/NA/RB/08-09 and 451/PD/RB/08-09 for conversion of 50 coaches @ 
Rs.13 lakhs/coach, balance provision after  conversion   during  2008-09 would 
remain for 20 coaches only   for 2009-10.    
 
It is therefore proposed that provision of conversion of BG coaches to ART/ARME 
coaches @ Rs.13 lakhs per coach for 150 coaches for catering to replacaement arising 
for the years 2009-10 & 2010-11 be made in RSP 2009-10  at a total cost of Rs.19.5 
Cr. under DRF.   
 
6. Mid-life Rehabilitation and upgradation of Narrow Gauge Coaches – Out 
of a total fleet of about 800 NG coaches, fairly large no. of coaches are in the age 
group of 15-18 years.  These coaches, due to usage, have developed problems of 
corrosion and quality of interiors as a result of obsolescence of materials used.  Most 
of these coaches are also having old design of bearings and vacuum brakes.  In order 
to upgrade the condition o f these coaches so as to ensure upgradation of materials 
used in coach interior, thorough corrosion and structural repair with air brake roller 
bearings and improved bogie design, there is need to undertake the work of mid-life 
rehabilitation and upgradation of these coaches.   
 
 It is therefore required to undertake the work of mid-life rehabilitation and 
upgradation of these coaches in the age group of 15-18  
years in Railway’s workshops.  Assessment of requirements indicates that the 
arising per year would  be approximately 50 coaches per  year over next 3 years.  
Provision for 50 NG coaches were made vide RSP. Item No.923/NA/RB/08-09 
against which balance available would be for 35 coaches during 2009-10. 
 
 It is therefore proposed that a provision for mid-life rehabilitation and 
upgradation of Narrow  Gauge coaches be made for 115 coaches in  RSP 2009-10 at 
a cost of Rs.8 lakhs per coach for Rs.9.2 Cr. under DRF. 
 
7.      Retrofitment of stainless steel modular toilets in coaches – During Budget 
2008-09 an announcement was made to fit stainless steel modular toilets in new 
design of stainless steel coaches. Subsequently, it has also been decided to go for 
retrofitment of stainless steel modular toilets in existing coaches.  This work would 
involve replacement of the existing toilets and fittings with stainless steel modular 



 
 

toilet systems as per latest drawings and guidelines issued by RDSO. This will 
result in longer life as well as better quality of interiors and facilities for the 
passengers.  The use of stainless steel modular toilets is also expected to reduce the 
corrosion of coach body in the toilet area.  

 An assessment of cost based on prices of components and fittings as for RCF 
indicates that the cost of retrofitment of stainless steel modular toilets would be 
Rs.6 lakhs per coach including the cost of materials, labour and overheads.   

It is therefore proposed to make a provision for retrofitment of stainless steel 
modular toilets in 200 coaches at a cost of Rs.6 lakhs per coach in RSP 2009-10 with 
total anticipated cost of Rs.12 Cr. against DRF. 

 
8.    OHE Recording-cum Test Car equipped with OHE Parameters measurement 
system (NETRA Car)- As on 31.03.2008 Indian Railway is having 18,145 Route Km 
of electrified territory carrying more than 60 % freight traffic and 40% of passenger 
traffic. With increased pace of electrification, 1000 RKM per year electrified route is 
likely to be added to electric system. This entails requirement of higher reliability 
and availability of the existing system, reduction in maintenance time and avoiding 
frequent breakdowns. 
            NETRA car capable of measuring OHE parameters on-board has been 
developed and commissioned in May 2000 which is presently maintained at RDSO. 
It is capable of recording the OHE parameters under dynamic condition without 
power block. This car has to be moved to railway where parameters are required to 
be measured.  Presently the only available NETRA car can not cope up with the 
quantum of measurement recordings of entire electrified territory of IR in a year, 
which results in an increase in avoidable failures, thus resulting into disruption of 
traffic.  
 
 To cope up with the measurement work of existing/upcoming work load, it is 
proposed to include procurement of 1 nos. NETRA cars at a unit cost of Rs.23.61 Cr, 
chargeable to CAP, in the RSP 2009-10.  
 
9.  Provision of catalytic converters in power cars - Board vide letter no. 
97/Elect(G)/114/1 dt. 25.8.08 has issued directive for provision of catalytic 
converters in all DG sets of power cars manufactured prior to 1.11.04.   This 
decision has been taken to reduce emission from DG sets of power cars to meet 
CPCB norms.  Presently there are about 175 power cars running on IR, out of which 
127 no. power cars are eligible for provision of catalytic converters. Each power car 
is provided with 2 DG sets. Therefore it is proposed to provide catalytic converters 
for power cars.  The cost of catalytic converter is about Rs. 5.5 lakh per DG set.   
 
 In view of above, it is proposed to include the work of “Provision of 50 no. catalytic 
converter in power cars” in bulk RSP 2009-10 at the total cost of Rs.2.75 cr. under DRF. 
 
10. Provision of mobile/laptop charging points in Sleeper coaches  - 



 
 

Board vide letter no 2000/ Elec(G)/109/14 dt 25.11.05 has issued instruction for 
provision of 110 V AC single phase charging points for mobile/ laptops as per 
following scale in different type of coaches: 
 

Type of coaches No of charging points 
 

AC 1st  2 points per 4 berther & 1 point in 
the coupe 

AC 2 Tier 1 point in each cubicle (for 6 
passenger) 

AC 3 Tier 2 points both together inside each 
cubicle (for 8 passenger) 

Ex Chair car 1 point on either side for each row 
AC chair car 1 point each on either side on 

alternate row 
GSCN 2 points at a common location near 

toilet area at one end of the coach 
 
As per existing guidelines of Board, 2 nos. mobile charging points are to be provided 
near toilet area which is not a conducive location. Also number of charging points is 
not adequate to meet the requirement as use of mobile phones has become a 
necessity for all passengers including those traveling in Sleeper Class coaches.  
 
In view of above, it is proposed that Sleeper coaches may be provided with 2 points 
for mobile charging in each cubical including side berth.  In one Sleeper coach there 
will be 18 nos. mobile charging points.  The total cost of provision of 18 nos. mobile 
charging points of suitable rating capable of charging mobile phones of all makes 
will be around Rs 32,000 per coach.   
   
It is proposed to include a provision of 18 nos. mobile charging points per sleeper 
coach in 5000 Sleeper coaches (Rs.32,000/- per coach) totaling to Rs.16 Crore under 
CAP. 
 
11. Provision of Mobile charging points cum berth reading lights in AC coaches - 
In AC coaches, Mobile/lap top charging points are provided at common location 
inside the cabin. Berth reading lights are available on individual berth. For 
providing better facilities to AC class passengers, mobile charging can be made 
available as part of each berth reading lights without adding to electrical load. SCR 
has already provided LED based berth reading light cum mobile charging points in 
AC coaches.  This is also well appreciated by the passengers. In view of above, this 
facility should be extended to all AC coaches(including 3 tier AC).  The provision of 
mobile charging points will be a spin off benefit of reading lights in AC coaches.  
Electrical power requirement of LED based berth reading light cum mobile charger 
will be approx. 3 to 4 W fitting as compared to 15W of existing incandescent load.    
 



 
 

In view of above, it is proposed to include LED based berth reading lights cum 
mobile charger in 3000 AC Sleeper coaches (Rs. 1 lakh per coach) may be included 
in Board bulk RSP 2009-10 at the approx. cost of Rs. 30 Crore under CAP. 
 
12. Mid life special repair of rakes with provision of AC & Electrical Doors - At 
present total 9 NGEF rakes (72 coaches) & 9 BHEL rakes (72 coaches) are running 
in commercial services. Out of these 18 rakes, 7 rakes are having residual life of 
more than 10 years against codal life of 25 years. Work of extension of Metro line 
upto Garia is presently underway. The extended portion of Metro (Tollygunje - 
Garia) will be on elevated corridor. Present Metro stock running in Kolkata Metro is 
non air-conditioned. For proper ventilation of coaches, tunnels of Kolkata Metro are 
air cooled. In elevated corridor proper ventilation will not be there in existing rakes. 
Existing rakes have to be air conditioned to make it suitable to run on elevated 
corridor. Considering this, it has been proposed to rehabilitate the existing 7 rakes 
having more than 10 years residual life with special repairs. 
 
 The above special repair will include major corrosion repair, provision of AC 
in coaches, provision of audio/visual information system, PU paint with better 
interior of coaches and driver’s cab.  
 
 After the proposed special mid life repair, the life of the coaches can be 
further extended by another 5 years i.e. these coaches wlll run for extended period 
i.e. upto 30 years from date of commissioning.   
  
 The cost of rehabilitation per rake comes to Rs.8 Crore and the total cost of 
rehabilitation for 7 NGEF comes to Rs. 56 Crores. Hence, it is proposed to include 
the above work in RSP 2009-10 at the total cost of Rs. 56 Crore under DRF.  
 
13. Improvement in scale of fittings and facilities on existing EMU/ MEMU 
coaches  of Delhi area - Common Wealth Games will be held in October, 2010 in 
Delhi.  The existing EMU/MEMU rakes of Delhi area will be utilized for movement 
of commuters coming from abroad during Common Wealth Games.  To provide 
better comfort to passenger, there is a need to improve the scale of fittings and give 
better aesthetic look to existing EMUs/MEMUs fleet plying in Delhi area.  
 
Northern Railway has submitted the proposal for “Provision of LED based 
Destination Board in 60 EMU/MEMU coaches – 30 rakes for improvement in scale 
of fitting and providing better facilities in existing EMU/MEMU coaches for 
Common Wealth Games 2010. This works also need to be done in a time bound 
manner before October, 2010. Hence, it is proposed to include the above item in 
Railway Board’s Bulk RSP 2009-10 at the total cost of Rs.30.90 Lakh under CAP. 
 
14. Provision of HCC bogies with Air suspension system in the secondary stage of 
EMU coaches - EMUs plying in Metropolitan cities are running in SDCL condition. 
As such, the existing bogies with helical springs are not able to sustain the super 
dense loading condition subject to heavy track forces resulting into the defects of 



 
 

spring breakage, breakage of hanger & pins, bogies crack and deformations and sole 
bar cracks due to heavy pay load. To overcome this problem, bogies with air springs 
has been developed and it was decided vide Board’s letter no. 96/M(C)/137/17 dated 
3.11.2000 that the new design may also be adopted in all future built EMUs and 
need based retrofitment in the existing fleet of EMUs. To maintain the present level 
of services in Mumbai area, it has been planned to retrofit existing 60 DC EMU 
rakes of 9 car formation having residual life of more than 10 years with IGBT based 
3-phase propulsion system. The new state-of-the-art AC/DC EMU rakes with 
Siemens electrics and HCC bogies with air springs in the secondary stage are 
capable to run at the maximum speed of 100 kmph. As per RDSO speed certificate, 
the maximum permissible speed limit of such type of stock is 100 kmph.  To 
maintain the speed of retrofitted DC EMU stock with 3-phase propulsion system 
also require about 60 x 9 x 2 = 1080 HCC bogies with air springs in the secondary 
stage.  
 
In view of the above, it is proposed that the work for provision of 1000 HCC bogies 
with air suspension system @ Rs.10 Lakh be included in Bulk RSP 2009-10 under 
DRF at the total cost of Rs. 100 crore.  

15.  Provision of Micro-Processor controlled LED based destination board in 
coaches. 

         Traditionally coaching train rake links, by and large included a single pair of train.  
Under such situations painted destination boards were used to depict the destinations 
between which the train runs. 
 
2. A lot many changes have since evolved in the running and maintenance pattern 
of coaching trains which has a direct bearing on the methodology to be adopted for 
detailing train Nos./train name and destination station etc. on the destination boards of 
coaches.  The more prominent changes being: 
 
(i) More and more Mail/Express trains have been integrated in rake links for 

optimizing utilization of coaches necessitating frequent changes in train 
description being serviced by the rake. 
 

(ii) This situation is perhaps more pertinent and applicable in case of passenger trains 
wherein a single rake may be performing 8 -10 different legs of journey with 
different train Nos. and destinations, with a particular station being touched upon 
by the rake more than once in the entire link.  In such situations the destination 
boards are loaded with information related to all the trains of the link which is very 
difficult for a passenger to comprehend and does not give a correct picture of the 
train particulars. 

 
(iii)  With rationalization and liberalization of coach maintenance practices, trains are 

also now permitted to be attended on platform lines/stabling lines during terminal 
attention at the other ends and also at intermediate stations ( in case of integrated 
rake links) for starting as a new train as per the link.  Infrastructure and facilities at 



 
 

such locations are not at all conducive for change of destination boards. (owing to 
non availability of proper cat walk as in the standard pit lines).  Besides, changing 
the destination boards in yards require heavy manpower resources.  
 
 Under these situations, trains are either found running with illegible destination 
Boards or at times with wrong/deficient destination boards. 

 
3. With the ever increasing demand on optimizing the utilization of coaches a coach 

may be required to work in Mail/Express/passenger trains in dedicated/integrated 
rake links.  Thus it is need of the hour to provide programmable LED based 
destination boards where the desired train information can be easily changed 
without the Boards themselves being changed.  

 
 Hon. MR has also pronounced in his Budget Speech 2008-09 to install 

Microprocessor controlled LED based destination display boards to enable 
change of information on the coaches through remote control and clear visibility 
even during night.  
 

4. Gathering adequate feedback and suggestions from S.C.Rly where such a pilot 
project of LED based destination boards was first tried out on about 750 
coaches, RDSO have devised a comprehensive specification for programmable 
LED based train information/destination boards and GPS based passenger 
information boards to specification No.2008/CG-02. 

  The Microprocessor controlled remotely operated LED destination boards on 
coach exteriors guide the passengers while boarding the train at platforms by 
depicting the following in a sequential manner in Hindi, English and also in the regional 
language:-  

 
• Train No. 
• Coach No. (A-1/A-2, B-1/B-2, S-1/S-2 etc.) 
• Train Name 
• Originating station 
• Destination station 
 
 

 The system has the capability to change/upload data, transferring of command from the 
hand held remote controlled VHF Unit to the target boards in the range of about 2 Km. 
The train selection can be conveniently done  depending on the train link which  the 
coach/rake may be required to serve anywhere on the entire Indian Railway network.    
 
5. In light of the above it is proposed to retrofit such LED based programmable 
destination Boards on 10,000 coaches over various Zonal Railways in the first Phase, 
prioritizing all such coaches which run in integrated links for Mail/Express AND/OR 
Passenger trains. Board(MM) has already accorded in principal  approval for provision of 
such Boards in  existing coaches  
 

  6. Based on the LPR for such destination Boards as in the RDSO’s specification      
No.2008/CG-02, the estimated cost per coach set (consisting of 2 destination Boards – 



 
 

one each on either side wall) is Rs.1.25 lakhs.  Besides these boards, the programmable 
hand held remote control unit comes at a cost of about Rs.25000.  Enabling provisions 
may therefore kindly be made in RSP 2009-10 as under: 

 
S.No. Item description Unit Cost Total 
1 Set of programmable LED 

based destination Boards on 
5000 coaches to RDSO’s 
specification No.2008/CG-02 

Rs.1.25 lakhs Rs. 62.50 Crore

2 Hand held remote control 
units 50 Nos.  to RDSO’s 
specification No.2008/CG-02 

Rs.25000 Rs.12.5 lakhs 

 
    
16.  Retrofitment of Water Tanks to latest upgraded Specifications in 2000 
Coaches:  

The condition of toilets on ICF type coaches has been a source of concern on account 
of unsatisfactory condition of the fittings as well as repeated instances of defects 
arising in the coaches on account of toilets.  Faults and leakages in water tanks of 
the coaches is found to be the reason in about 20% of the cases when coaches are 
becoming sick within a short interval of POH.  Defects of water tanks need to be 
addressed by way of upgrading to an improved design of water tanks.  ICF has 
developed revised specifications for two piece over head water tanks. 

 It is proposed to undertake retrofitment of upgraded specification water 
tanks as per latest ICF specifications in 2000 coaches during the year 2009-10.  The 
anticipated cost of these water tanks is approx. Rs.80,000 per coach set.  It is 
proposed to make a provision for retrofitment of water tanks in 2000 coaches @ 
Rs.80,000 per coach, at a total cost of Rs.16 Cr. against DRF in RSP 2009-10. 

17.   Retrofitment of stainless steel pipes in air brake system of coaches: 

The problem of corrosion of pipes on air brake coaches exists because moisture 
present in the air tends to condense in the pipelines in air brake system.  This 
moisture accelerates corrosion resulting in cases of brake pipe perforation and 
breakage which  may contribute significant number of coach failures.  It was 
decided during Coach Maintenance Group Meeting of November’08 that Railways 
should use Stainless steel pipes in fittings for all pantry cars/coaches where 
replacement of most of the pipelines and fittings is contemplated and coaches have 
a residual life of minimum 10 years.  

 Accordingly, it is proposed to undertake retrofitment of stainless steel pipes 
in lieu of existing MS pipes in air brake systems of in-service coaches coming for 
POH in workshops. The cost of retrofitment of SS air brake pipes in coaches is 
expected to be approx. Rs.1.25 lakh per coach.  During the year 2009-10, it is 
proposed to undertake the retrofitment of 2000 coaches.   



 
 

 It is proposed to make provisions in RSP 2009-10 for retrofitment of SS pipes 
for 2000 coaches @ Rs.1.25 lakh per coach at a total cost of Rs.25 Cr. against DRF. 

18.  Provision of 10 sets High Speed self-Propelled diesel electric ART cum ARME  
 
 To ensure that relief & rescue is arranged immediately within the “Golden Hour” 
of accident, it is very important that high speed self-propelled ARTs are kept in 
readiness at strategic locations. ART should be capable of running at a high speed of 
160 Km/h so that immediate relief can reach to site within the shortest possible time. 
The ART should have both medical van as well as tool van for keeping hydraulic rescue 
devices and re-re-railing equipments. It should also have provision to accommodate 
rescue staff and supervisors. 
 
 Accordingly, the estimate for a high speed self-propelled diesel electric ART has 
been made as per the following general description: 
 

Sl. 
No. 

Items description Approx. rate 
in Crores of 

Rs. 

No. per 
SPART 

set 

Total approx. 
cost per 

SPART set 
1. Complete single power 

pack consisting of under 
slung engine with cooling 
system, compressor, 
alternator, rectifier, 3-phase 
traction motor, micro – 
processor based traction 
control system etc.) 

3 
 

.00 

3 9 Cr 

2. Complete air-conditioned 
coach shell with bogies 

2.50 3 7.5 Cr 

 Total  estimated cost   16.5Cr 
 

 It is proposed to include 10 sets  High Speed self-Propelled diesel electric ART at 
a total cost of Rs. 165 Cr. under CAP in RSP 2009-10. 
 
 
Anticipated cost of the RSP 
 
The total cost of RSP Coaches 2009-10 comes to Rs.9412.314 Crores out of which Rs.5278.074 
Crores is on Capital account and Rs.4134.24 Crores on DRF account. 
 



S.N. TYPE OF COACH REQD. OPROD. Likely Outst. RS    TOTAL PROV. REQD. PROPOSED
DRF A/C PROG. RSP PROV.
in 2011-12008-09 CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP
(Codal 
life 
basis)

1 WGFAC 12 9 10 10 0 1 0 0
2 WGFCWAC 10 32 25 25 0 0 0 0
3 WGACCW 63 3 30 25 25 80 0 80 0 80
4 WGSCZAC/WGSCZACJ 9 12 8 10 16 9 16 9 8 0 8
5 WGSCN 103 495 298 45 76 76 197 0 0 0 0
6 GS/WGSCZ/WGSCZJ 200 379 465 19 200 184 184 387 200 387 0 387
7 GSLRD/GSRD/GSRJ 86 265 395 5 10 10 25 0 0 0 0
8 WGCB 20 15 35 15 15 0 0 0 0
9 ART/ARMV Combo (SPART) 12 168 36 15 15 66 0 0 0 0
10 OHE CAR (DETC)8W 34 90 0 0 0 0 0
11 Metro K M/C 6 33 9 18 60 60 138 0 105 0 105
12 Metro K T/C 2 11 3 6 20 20 46 0 35 0 35
13 WGFAC(upgraded) 0 0 0 0 0
14 WGFCWAC(upgraded) 175 20 20 40 0 0 0 0
15 WGACCW(upgraded) 350 35 6 6 47 0 0 0 0
16 WGACCN(upgraded) 31 31 62 0 62 0 62
17 WGSCZAC(upgraded) 15 15 30 0 30 0 36
18 WGCB(upgraded) 27 175 6 20 13 7 19 27 0 27 0
19 WGSCN(upgraded) 660 50 100 100 250 0 0 0 0
20 GS/WGSCZ(upgraded) 265 162 152 152 466 0 201 0 201
21 GSLRD/GSRD(upgraded) 135 50 57 57 164 0 29 0 35

         TOTAL 236 705 2830 1308 528 209 771 20 784 7 2083 236 938 27 949

BEML

1 WGSCN 600 322 980 300 300 300 300 600 0 600
2 GS 1543 190 335 600 640 337 303 337 1543 2 1543

TOTAL 2143 512 1315 0 0 900 0 940 637 303 637 2143 2 2143 0

G. TOTAL 2379 1217 4145 1308 528 1109 771 960 1421 310 2720 2379 940 2170 949

RAIL COACH FACTORY, KAPURTHALA

S.N. TYPE OF COACH REQD. OPROD. Likely Outst. RS ANTICIPATED ACQUISITION    TOTAL PROV. REQD. PROPOSED
DRF A/C PROG. RSP PROV.
in 2011-12008-09 CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP

Annexure-I
INTEGRAL COACH FACTORY, CHENNAI

ANTICIPATED ACQUISITION
rov. as on 1-4-200 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2009-10

737 791 791 2319 965

2011-12

979

1637 1731 1731 5099 3110 3124

2009-10rov. as on 1-4-200 2009-10 2010-11



1 WGACCW/WGACCN 169 421 70 74 74 218 0 0 0 0
4 WACCNH 216 330 80 80 0 0 0 0
5 WRRMDAC 36 59 10 10 0 0 0 0
6 GS/WGSCZ 278 1010 479 340 106 106 552 0 0 0 0
7 GSLRD/SRD 201 289 565 80 80 0 0 0 0
8 WGSCN 171 667 759 250 100 100 450 0 0 0 0
9 President Saloon 2 2 0 2 0 2
10 SG VPH/VPHX/VPU 68 150 130 70 57 68 100 100 257 68 127 0 125
11 WG CB 65 15 0 0 0 0 0
12 WGFAC(upgraded) 15 6 1 9 10 11 15 11 15 10
13 WGFCWAC(upgraded) 9 5 5 19 0 19 0 15
14 WGFCNAC(upgraded) 100 30 30 60 0 0 0 0
15 WGACCW(upgraded) 162 46 46 0 92 0 92 0
16 WGACCN(upgraded) 525 66 277 277 620 0 95 0 95
17 WLRRM including underslung (upgraded) 5 5 5 15 0 15 0 15
18 WGCWNAC(upgraded) 100 50 50 100 0 0 0 0
19 WGSCN(upgraded) 1100 195 200 200 595 0 0 0
20 GS/GSCZ(upgraded) 900 440 16 265 265 0 546 0 546
21 GSLRD/GSRD(upgraded) 542 220 26 105 105 0 236 0 236

LHB COACHES
22 LWFCZAC 0 4 37 7 4 4 15 0 0 0 0
23 LWSCZAC 0 25 44 46 18 18 82 0 38 0 38
24 LWCBAC 0 5 33 8 7 7 22 0 0 0 0
25 LWLRRM 0 13 36 18 20 20 58 0 22 0 25
26 LWFAC 0 3 21 8 7 7 22 0 1 0 0
27 LWACCW 0 22 45 13 35 35 83 0 38 0 38
28 LWACCN 0 42 147 44 55 55 154 0 7 0 10
29 LGSLR 0 3 47 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 1687 1338 5866 1888 1306 116 ### 425 1103 416 3505 957 375 889 373

EMU,MEMU,DMU COACHES ex. ICF,RCF, BEML & JESSOPS

S.N. TYPE OF COACH REQD. OPROD. Likely Outst. RS ANTICIPATED ACQUISITION    TOTAL PROV. REQD. PROPOSED
DRF A/C PROG. 2009-10 RSP PROV.
in 2011-12008-09 CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP DRF CAP

RCF
1 MEMU  M/C 0 20 32 16 16 16 48 0 16 0 15
2 MEMU  T/C 0 60 95 48 48 48 144 0 49 0 50

TOTAL 0 80 127 0 64 0 64 0 64 0 192 0 65 0 65

ICF
3 HHP DMU M/C 14 52 22 16 16 54 0 2 0 0
4 HHP DMU T/C 18 119 42 48 48 138 0 19 0 25
5 AC EMU  M/C 27 104 12 0 12 0 0 0
6 AC EMU  T/C 54 61 87 24 0 24 0 0 0

1261

    (codal life basis)

    (codal life basis)

1422 1521 1519 4462 1264

rov. as on 1-4-200 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12



7 AC/DC EMU  M/C* 287 164 574 210 192 49 95 49 287 0 77
8 AC/DC EMU  T/C* 486 328 670 330 384 186 102 186 486 0 156
9 AC EMU MUTP PH2MC 48 192 240 0 240 0 240
10 AC EMU MUTP PH2TC 96 384 480 0 480 0 480

TOTAL 773 605 1476 731 64 612 443 197 640 0 1147 809 741 233 745

BEML/JESSOPS/Others

11 OHE CAR (DETC) 8 W 51 14 14 14 42 0 42 0 45
12 OHE CAR (DETC) 4 W 130 35 100 10 11 11 0 32 0 0 0
13 HHP DMU M/C 40 80 40 40 40 120 0 40 0 40
14 HHP DMU T/C 120 240 120 120 120 360 0 120 0 120
15 MEMU M/C 42 83 39 39 39 117 0 34 0 35
16 MEMU T/C 126 254 117 117 117 351 0 97 0 100
17 AC EMU M/C 108 81 157 46 81 81 81 162 81 5 35 5
18 AC EMU T/C 84 139 320 111 78 84 162 162 402 84 82 0 82
19 Metro K M/C 28 28 28 84 0 84 0 84
20 Metro K T/C 28 28 28 84 0 84 0 84

TOTAL 322 599 1169 257 464 175 629 11 629 11 1722 197 588 35 595
G. TOTAL 1095 1284 2772 988 592 787 ### 208 1333 11 3061 1006 1394 268 1405

* In addition to the above a provision for 157 M/C & 246 T/C coaches for AC/DC EMUs is also available under SRSF
and 303  M/c and 606 T/c provision is available under MRVC.

1662 16731379 1344 1344 4067



ITEMS
CAP DRF

S.No. CAP      DRF CAP DRF
80 Nos. AC-II Tier sleeper coaches with air 
brake @ Rs.158 Lakhs ex. ICF

80 1264000

8 Nos.WGSCZAC/WGSCZACJ Ac Chair Car 
@ Rs.132 Lakhs ex. ICF

8 105600

387 Nos. GS/GSCZ/WGSCZJ  coacheswith 
air brake @ Rs.158Lakhs ex. ICF

387 6114600

105 Nos. Metro K M/C coaches @ Rs.373 
Lakhs ex. ICF

105 3916500

35 Nos. Metro K T/C coaches @ Rs. 105 
lakhs ex. ICF.

35 367500

62 Nos. AC-III Tier sleeper upgraded 
coaches with air brake @ Rs.217 Lakhs ex. 
ICF

62 1345400

36 Nos. Second Class AC chair car 
upgraded coaches with air brake  @ Rs.158 
Lakhs ex. ICF

36 568800

30 Nos.  Pantry Cars upgraded coaches with 
air brake @ Rs.181 Lakhs ex. ICF

30 543000

201 Nos.  General second class/day coach 
upgraded coaches with air brake @ 
Rs.181Lakhs ex. ICF

201 3638100

35 Nos.  GSLRD/GSRD upgraded coaches 
with air brake  @ Rs.168 Lakhs ex. ICF

35 588000

600 Nos. Second class sleeper coaches with 
air brake @ RS.66 Lakhs ex. BEML

600 3960000

1545 Nos. General Second class coaches 
with air brake @ Rs. 66 Lakhs ex. BEML

1545 10197000

2 Nos. Pesident saloon ex RCF @ Rs. 150 
lakhs.

2 30000

125 Nos. VPH/VPHX/VPU coaches with air 
brake @ Rs.39 Lakhs Ex. RCF

125 487500

25 Nos.  AC-Ist class upgraded coaches @ 
Rs.220 Lakhs ex. RCF

10 15 220000 330000

15 Nos.  AC-Ist class-cum-AC-II tier 
upgraded coaches with air brake @ RS.220 
Lakhs ex. RCF

15 330000

92 Nos. AC-II tier upgraded coaches with air 
brake  @ Rs. 220 Lakhs ex. RCF

92 2024000

95 Nos.  AC-III tier upgraded coaches  with 
air brake @ Rs.220 Lakhs ex. RCF

95 2090000

15 Nos. Power Car WLRRM (including 
underslung) upgraded coaches @ Rs.250 
lakhs 

15 375000

545 Nos.  General second class/day coach 
upgrade coaches with air brake @ Rs.181 
Lakhs ex. RCF

545 9864500

     (In '000 of Rs.) during 2008-09

Items For RSP Coaches 2009-10 
Annexure-II

No.of coaches Anticipated cost Outlay required 



236 Nos.  GSLRD/GSRD upgraded coaches 
with air brake @ Rs.168 Lakhs ex. RCF

236 3964800

38 Nos. Second class AC chair cars LHB 
coaches with air brake  @ RS.215  Lakhs ex. 
RCF

38 817000

25 Nos. power cars LHB coaches with air 
brake @ Rs.329 Lakhs ex. RCF 

25 822500

38 Nos. AC-II tier LHB coaches with air 
brake @ Rs.236 Lakhs ex. RCF

38 896800

10 Nos. AC-III tier LHB coaches with air 
brake @ Rs.195 Lakhs ex. RCF

10 195000

84 Nos. Metro K M/C coaches @ Rs.373 
Lakhs ex. Other sources

84 3133200

84 Nos. Metro K T/C coaches @ Rs. 105 
lakhs ex. Other sources

84 882000

MISC. STOCK
Manufacture of 500 Nos. assembled ICF 
bogies @ RS. 3 lakhs.

500 150000

Retrofitment of bogie mounted air brakes on 
existing fleet of air brake coaches @ Rs. 1.2 
lakhs on 3000 coaches.

3000 360000

Mid-life rehabilitation of 130 Nos. AC BG 
Coaches @ Rs. 24 lakhs per coach.

130 312000

Mid-life rehabilitation of 1130 Nos.Non-AC 
BG coaches in workshops @ Rs. 16 lakhs 
per coach.

1130 1808000

Conversion of 150 Nos. coaching stock into 
ART/ARME stock @ Rs. 13 lakhs per coach.

150 195000

Mid-life rehabilitation and upgradation of 115 
Nos. Narrow Gauge coaches @ Rs. 8 lakhs 
per coach. 

115 92000

Retrofitment of stainless steel modular toilets 
in coaches 200 coaches @ Rs. 6 lakhs per 
coach.

200 120000

Procurement of OHE recording-cum-test cat 
equipped with OHE parameters 
measurement system(NETRA Car) 1 Nos. @ 
Rs. 23.61 crores per unit.

1 236100

Provision of catalytic converter in power cars 
50 Nos. @ Rs. 5.5 lakhs

50 27500

Provision of mobile/laptop charging points in 
sleeper coaches - 5000 @ Rs. 32,000/- per 
coach.

5000 160000

Provision of mobile charging point cum berth 
reading lights in 3000 AC coaches @ Rs. 1 
lakh per coach.

3000 300000



Mid-life special repair of Metro Kolkota rakes 
with provision of AC & Electric Doors for  7 
Nos. NGEF rakes @ Rs. 8 crores per rake.

7 560000

Provision of LED based destination board in 
60 EMU/MEMU coaches @ Rs.51,500/- per 
coach .

60 3090

Provision of HCC bogies with Air suspension 
system in the secondary stage of EMU 
coaches - 1000 Nos. @ Rs. 10 lakhs.

1000 1000000

Provision of programmable LED based 
destination boards on 5000 coaches @ 1.25 
lakhs/coach & 50 hand held remote control 
units  @ Rs.25000

5000 626250

Retrofitment of water tank to latest upgraded 
specifications in 2000 coaches @ 
80000/coach

2000 160000

Retrofitment of stainless steel pipes in air 
brake system of 2000 coaches @ 1.25 
lakhs/coach

2000 250000

10 Nos.High speed self propelled diesel 
electric ART cum ARMV 3 coach set @ 
Rs.16.5 Cr./3 coach set

10 1650000

EMU/ MEMU/ DMU/ RAIL BUSES
15 Nos. MEMU M/C coaches @ Rs. 198 
Lakhs Ex. RCF

15 297000

50 Nos. MEMU T/C coaches @ Rs. 55 
Lakhs ex. RCF

50 275000

25 Nos. HHP DMU T/C coaches @ Rs.84 
Lakhs ex. ICF

25 210000

77 Nos. AC/DC EMU M/C coaches @ 
Rs.375 Lakhs ex. ICF

77 2887500

156 Nos. AC/DC EMU T/C coaches @ Rs. 
96 Lakhs ex. ICF

156 1497600

240 Nos. AC EMU MUTP PH2MC coaches 
@ Rs.373 Lakhs Ex. Other sources.

240 8952000

480 Nos. AC EMU MUTP PH2TC coaches 
@ Rs.105 Lakhs ex. Other sources.

480 5040000

45 Nos. OHE Car (DETC) 8 Wheeler @ 
Rs.500 lakhs ex. Other sources

45 2250000

40 Nos. HHP DMU DPC coaches @ Rs.350 
Lakhs ex. Other sources.

40 1400000

120 Nos. HHP DMU T/C coaches @ Rs.84 
Lakhs ex. Other sources.

120 1008000

35 Nos. MEMU M/C coaches @ RS. 193 
Lakhs ex. Other sources.

35 675500

100 Nos. MEMU T/C coaches @ Rs.55 
Lakhs ex.  Other souces.

100 550000

40 Nos. AC EMU M/C coaches @ Rs.297 
Lakhs ex. Other sources.

5 35 148500 1039500



82 Nos. AC EMU T/C coaches @ Rs.99 
Lakhs ex. Other sources.

82 811800

GRAND TOTAL 52780740 41342400

TOTAL COST 94123140




